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Abstract22

Glaciological and hydraulic factors that control the timing and mechanisms of glacier lake outburst23

floods (GLOFs) remain poorly understood. This study used measurements of lake level at fifteen24

minute intervals and known lake bathymetry to calculate lake outflow during two GLOF events from25

the northern margin of Russell Glacier, west Greenland. We used measured ice surface elevation,26

interpolated subglacial topography and likely conduit geometry to inform a melt enlargement model27

of the outburst evolution. The model was tuned to best-fit the hydrograph’s rising limb and timing of28

peak discharge in both events; it achieved Mean Absolute Errors of < 5 %. About one third of the way29

through the rising limb, conduit melt enlargement became the dominant drainage mechanism. Lake30

water temperature, which strongly governed the enlargement rate, preconditioned the high peak31

discharge and short duration of these floods. We hypothesize that both GLOFs were triggered by ice32

dam flotation, and localised hydraulic jacking sustained most of their early-stage outflow, explaining33

the particularly rapid water egress in comparison to that recorded at other ice-marginal lakes. As ice34

overburden pressure relative to lake water hydraulic head diminished, flow became confined to a35

subglacial conduit. This study has emphasised the inter-play between ice dam thickness and lake level,36

drainage timing, lake water temperature and consequently rising stage lake outflow and flood37

evolution.38

39

Keywords: ice-marginal lake, proglacial lake, glacier lake, jökulhlaup, GLOF40

41

Key points / Highlights:42
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2

 Two rapid ice-dammed lake drainage events gauged and ice dam geometry measured.43

 A melt enlargement model is developed to examine the evolution of drainage mechanism(s).44

 Lake temperature dominated conduit melt enlargement and we hypothesise a flotation trigger.45

46

47

INTRODUCTION48

Understanding of sudden and rapid glacier outburst floods, or ‘jökulhlaups’ is important because49

glacier lakes are increasing in number and size worldwide in mountain regions [Carrivick and Tweed,50

2013] and at ice sheet margins, particularly in south-west Greenland [Carrivick and Quincey, 2014].51

Sudden drainage of ice-marginal lakes can affect local ice dynamics [e.g. Anderson et al., 2005;52

Walder et al., 2006; Sugiyama et al., 2007, 2012; Riesen et al., 2010;]. Resultant glacier lake outburst53

floods [GLOFs] can cause intense and extensive downstream geomorphological change [e.g.54

Carrivick, 2011] and present a hazard to people and infrastructure [e.g. Carey et al., 2012; Carrivick55

and Tweed, 2016].56

57

Understanding how glacier lakes suddenly drain is challenging, not least due to the different triggers58

and drainage mechanisms that can act and interact, but also due to a paucity of direct measurements.59

Potential trigger mechanisms include, but are not limited to, subaerial breaching of ice dams, overspill,60

ice flotation, syphoning, viscoplastic deformation of the ice dam (otherwise known as ‘the Glen61

mechanism’ [Glen, 1954]), changes to the subglacial cavity drainage system, and volcanic activity62

[e.g. Tweed and Russell, 1999; Björnsson, 2002]. However, understanding why and how sudden63

drainage occurs, remains poorly resolved both theoretically and numerically [Ng et al., 2007; Ng and64

Liu, 2009]. There are a number of theoretical models of ice-dammed lake drainage [e.g. Nye, 1976;65

Clarke, 1982; 2003; Spring and Hutter, 1981; Fowler, 1999; 2009; Flowers et al., 2004; Kessler and66

Anderson, 2004; Kingslake and Ng, 2013; Kingslake, 2015] and where models follow the approach of67

Nye [1976] they often ignore flood initiation, i.e. the flood trigger, by assuming the pre-existence of a68

conduit whose evolution controls the simulated flood. Ng and Björnsson [2003] concluded their69

analysis of ice-dammed lake drainage by stressing: (i) the importance of identifying the flood trigger,70

(ii) a need for more monitoring of lake levels during floods and (iii) reliable measurements of ice dam71

thickness and lake geometry.72

73
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3

The primary aim of this paper is to analyse the thermomechanical evolution of a rapidly draining ice-74

dammed lake, taking advantage of a suite of direct field measurements. This study was motivated75

generally by (i) the unusually high mean lake outflow rates and (ii) the consequent rapid discharge of76

recent glacier outburst floods or ‘jökulhlaups’ at Russell Glacier, west Greenland (Table 1).77

78

Table 1. Metrics for events where both transient lake level measurements have been obtained and also to where lake79
bathymetry is known, together permitting lake outflow (discharge) to be calculated. *reconstructed, not gauged, by80
Russell et al., [2011]; **estimated from 2014 and 2015 time-lapse camera imagery and 2015 eye-witness accounts.81

82

Site and year/date of
drainage event

Lake
volume

released

(M m3)

Time from
onset to

peak
outflow

(hours)

Total
outflow

duration

(hours)

Peak
lake

outflow

(m3s-1)

Mean
lake

outflow

(m3s-1)

References

(notes)

Kennicott Glacier, 1999 18.6 36 72 175 72 Anderson et al. [2003]

Kennicott Glacier, 2000 23.1 48 96 275 67 Anderson et al. [2003]

Grímsvötn, 1996 3200 16 55 40,000 16,162 Flowers et al. [2004]

Gornergletscher, 2004 3.1 48 120 17 7
Huss et al. [2007]

Sugiyama et al. [2007; 2008]

Gornergletscher, 2005 1.3 144 60 10 6
Huss et al. [2007]

Sugiyama et al. [2007; 2008]

Russell Glacier, 1987 31.3 24 36 1200 ? Russell [1989; 2007]

Russell Glacier,
31st August 2007

39.1 NA 17
2000 to
2800*

639
Mernild et al. [2008]; Russell et al.

[2011]; Mikkelsen et al. [2013]
Russell Glacier,
31st August 2008

12.9 NA 20.3 NA 177
Russell et al. [2011]; Mikkelsen et

al. [2013]
Russell Glacier,

11th September 2010
30.7 16 19.75 1430 426

Mikkelsen et al. [2013]
This study

14th August 2011 ? ? ? ? ? (incomplete drainage)

Russell Glacier,
11th/12th August 2012

25.5 10 14.5 1050 489 This study

Russell Glacier,
3rd August 2014

8.0** NA 20** NA 111** This study

Russell Glacier,
28th July 2015

7.5** NA 20** NA 103** This study

83

84

STUDY SITE AND MEASUREMENTS85

A ~1 km2 ice-dammed lake on the northern flank of Russell Glacier, west Greenland (Figure 1) is86

known to have drained repeatedly from the late 1940s until 1987 [Sugden et al., 1985; Russell and de87

Jong, 1988; Russell, 1989]. Following 20 years of relatively stable lake level, a jökulhlaup on August88

31st 2007 marked renewed ice-dammed lake drainage [Mernild et al., 2008; Mernild and Hasholt,89

2009] and a new jökulhlaup cycle [Russell et al., 2011]. To date, this new cycle has resulted in floods90

almost every year (Table 1). This lake has a history of being studied for its lake drainage mechanism(s)91

[e.g. Scholz et al., 1998; Russell and de Jong, 1988; Russell et al., 2011].92

93
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94

95

96
Figure 1. Study site location, topography and detail of conduit geometry. Circles denote rates of change in elevation as97
calculated between August 2011 DEM and field surveyed points in May 2015. Profiles of ice surface and subglacial bed98
elevation are depicted along transects A-B and C-D, as indicated on map. Contours on ice are bed elevation. Map grid99
coordinates are UTM 22N.100

101

102

Ice surface elevations were surveyed in the field in 2010 and 2015 using a Leica GPS500. We used a103

temporary base station, positioned relative to the Kellyville International Geodetic System network104

continuous receiver, via post-processing of a 10-hour static occupation and recording at 1 minute105

intervals, and with a vertical precision of ± 0.01 m. From this temporary base station our rover points,106

or points of interest on the ice surface (Figure 1), which were obtained in real time static mode (using107

the geometric mean of 120 static readings), have a vertical precision of ± 0.15 m.108

109

Further distributed ice surface data were gained from a 2 m digital elevation model (DEM) that was110

produced by photogrammetric processing of stereo-pairs of DigitalGlobe imagery, specifically via the111

Surface Extraction with Triangulated Network-based Search-space Minimization (SETSM) algorithms112

[Noh and Howat, 2015]. Note that whilst denoted as from year 2011, this is a composite DEM, the113

seamless coverage being constructed from multiple image pairs from multiple flight lines from114

multiple dates. In order to consider any relationship between change in lake level and change in ice115

dam thickness, elevation differences between our 2015 dGPS field surveys and the 2011 DEM have116

been converted to annual rates of change in surface elevation and these show surface lowering in the117

vicinity of the subglacial conduit that is more than double that across the rest of the ice margin (Figure118

1).119

120

Glacier bed topography, indicated by contour lines in Figure 1, was obtained by combining 1 km121

resolution ice thickness data [Bamber et al., 2013], a regional InSAR-derived ice surface [Palmer et122

al., 2011] and local IceBridge flightline data [Leuschen, 2017] and was gridded with at 0.1 km cell123

size. This bed topography shows that the Russell Glacier margin abuts the ice-dammed lake on an124

adverse gradient bed slope (Figure 1). Recognition of the fact that the glacier bed is inclined125

downwards in a cross-flow direction is important for understanding ice margin dynamics, the126
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5

configuration and evolution of the subglacial drainage network and subglacial water pressure, all of127

which we refer to later.128

129

A seamless digital elevation model was constructed by combining the 0.1 km interval subglacial bed130

contours with the 5 m (proglacial) proglacial terrain elevation contours and interpolating the remaining131

ice-dammed lake floor using the ANUDEM algorithm, which is within the ArcGIS ‘Topo to Raster’132

tool. This seamless digital elevation model enabled us to make spatially distributed calculations of133

hydrostatic pressure and ice overburden pressure for scenarios of varying water depths and varying ice134

surfaces or ice thickness.135

136

The ice-dammed lake drains (almost every year; Table 1) via a subglacial conduit with stable inlet and137

exit positions (Figure 1). From these positions, we derived an approximate straight planform length of138

650 m and a conduit gradient of ~0.015 m m-1 (Figure 1). The hydraulic gradient of this conduit is low,139

due to the relatively shallow ice surface and bed topography slopes (Figure 1). Field observations and140

photographs of the conduit inlet and exit portals show that the conduit is elliptical in cross-section and141

has a diameter (at both inlet and exit portals) of ~ 5 m vertically and ~ 15 m horizontally; direct142

measurements have never been possible because both portals are unsafe to access. Lake basin143

bathymetry (Figure 1) is well known from differential Global Positioning System (dGPS) surveys144

conducted when the lake basin was almost completely drained [Russell et al., 2011].145

146

In anticipation of ice-dammed lake drainage, a HOBO U20 pressure transducer, with range from 0 to147

76.5 m and an accuracy of ± 0.05 %, was installed in mid-May 2010 (as indicated in Figure 1) when148

the lake level was at 432.5 m a.s.l., which is 27.5 m above the conduit inlet portal. The transducer was149

weighted to ensure it remained on the lake bed. The HOBO recorded average lake water pressure and150

lake water temperature at fifteen minute intervals. Lake drainage events were recorded by the pressure151

transducer on 11th September 2010, 11th August 2012, by time-lapse cameras on 3rd August 2014, and152

by the same cameras accompanied by dGPS measurements on the 28th July 2015. The 2010 and 2012153

lake water pressure records were corrected for atmospheric air pressure recorded 2 km away from the154

ice-dammed lake with an automatic weather station (AWS) using Campbell Scientific sensors155

operating continuously year-round. The AWS data showed that seasonal weather up to and including156

the drainage events was not unusual, thereby assisting in ruling out any external trigger to the drainage157
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events. A simple calculation of the melt season up to the day of lake drainage, made with the AWS158

data, gives 116, 75, 46 and 60 positive degree days for 2010, 2012, 2014 and 2015, respectively.159

160

In 2010, the ice-dammed lake filled by 1.1 ± 0.1 x 107 m3 over 112 days from mid-May to early161

September (Figure 2A), equating to an average inflow rate of 1.14 m3s-1. This inflow rate is very similar162

to Russell et al.’s [2011] estimate of 0.6 to 1.3 m3s-1, which was derived from supraglacial stream163

gauging only. Calculations performed on the 2012 lake level data suggest a lake refill rate of 2.4 m3s-164

1, but in contrast only 0.86 m3s-1 in 2014 and 0.87 m3s-1 in 2015. The 2012 refill rate is presumably165

high because of the extreme ice surface melt experienced over the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) [Nghiem166

et al., 2012] during this year. Comparison between these lake refill rates and stream inflow rates167

demonstrates that there are no substantial subglacial inflows to the ice-dammed lake, that subglacial168

leakage from the ice-dammed lake during lake filling is negligible, and thus that the seasonal and event169

water balance(s) can be considered simple and closed.170

171

172
173

Figure 2. Lake water level and water temperature record for ablation seasons 2010 and 2012 (A). The grey shaded bars174
denote the time period depicted in Figures 4A and 4B. Italicised numbers refer to the maximum thickness of ice that175
could be liable to flotation given the water level and thus water depth and hydrostatic pressure in comparison to ice176
overburden pressure. Note varying y axis scales. Panel B depicts gauged hydrographs ~ 23 km downstream at ‘Sugarloaf’177
and ~ 32 km downstream at Kangerlussuaq bridge, both after data by Hasholt et al. [2013] and Mikkelsen et al. [2013].178

179

These refill rates and our interpretations of water inflows to the ice-dammed lake are important because180

the few previous studies that have obtained direct measurements of ice-dammed lake drainage have181

found it necessary to deal with complications in the event water balance. These complications have182

primarily been: (i) significant upstream inputs to the lake (e.g. at Kennicott Glacier: Anderson et al.,183

[2003]; at Grímsvötn: Flowers et al. [2004]; at Merzbacher lake where Ng et al. [2007] report inflows184

of up to 100 m3s-1 during flood discharges typically of 1000 m3s-1), and (ii) release of significant185

volumes of water from storage within the glacier over and above that draining from the lake; e.g. Huss186

et al.’s [2007] calculations imply that up to 40 % of a jökulhlaup from Gornersee came from non-lake187

water within Gornergletscher. In comparison, the Russell Glacier ice-dammed lake drainage events188

have a mean rate of water release that is up to two orders of magnitude greater than other (non-189

volcanically triggered) measured sudden lake level falls (Table 1). Indeed the 2010 and 2012 events at190

Russell Glacier had mean outflows of 426 m3s-1 and 489 m3s-1, respectively (Table 1), which is191

equivalent to ~10 and ~11 Olympic swimming pools draining per minute, respectively. These mean192
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outflows exceed the normal summer ice melt discharge observed (but not gauged) through the exit193

portal by two orders of magnitude. They also have a relatively simple water balance; (i) subglacial194

water inputs to the ice-dammed lake throughout the summer were negligible as evidenced by lake refill195

rates that agree well with gauged supraglacial meltwater runoff, as described above, and (ii) inflow to196

the lake was volumetrically negligible during the lake drainage events since both events lasted just197

hours rather than days.198

199

Determination of lake outflow hydrographs200

In both 2010 and 2012, the ice-dammed lake water level drained below the elevation of the pressure201

transducer, as indicated mainly by the sensor temperature record. In order to constrain the later part of202

the rising limb, it was therefore necessary to reconstruct the peak and falling limb of the outflow203

hydrograph for both the 2010 and 2012 ice-dammed lake drainage events. Hydrograph reconstruction204

(Figure 3A) assumed that the rate of change in lake level drawdown increased linearly until a time t1,205

and then decreased linearly to zero at time t2, these assumptions being motivated by the roughly206

symmetrical shape of the hydrographs measured downstream. t2 was chosen from the period of the207

flood gauged downstream of 11 hours and 20 hours for the 2010 and 2012 events, respectively [Hasholt208

et al., 2013; Mikkelsen et al., 2013]. t1 was chosen such that the total volume drained within the time209

interval was consistent with that gauged downstream (Figure 2B). We acknowledge that flood210

hydrograph durations typically lengthen with distance down-conduit and down-stream [e.g. Evans and211

Clague, 1994; Carrivick et al., 2013] so our flood duration is likely to be an over-estimate. Given the212

assumptions and uncertainty associated with reconstructing the flood recession phase, we will not use213

the falling limb to constrain our subsequent numerical modelling of the discharge evolution. However,214

we were motivated to reconstruct the lake water level draw-down in order to (i) estimate a final (post-215

drainage) lake level and a lake outflow hydrograph (Figure 4A), and (ii) for comparison with other216

events at Russell Glacier and elsewhere (Table 1).217

218

In 2014 our pressure transducer was inoperable after mid-July and in autumn 2015 it could not be219

recovered due to becoming stuck by rockfall, so we cannot constrain the rate of change of outflow in220

2014 and 2015. Whilst we could constrain the conduit inlet elevation and the lake volume change in221

2014 and 2015 via time-lapse imagery and via dGPS measurements, these together indicated lower222
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volumes and slower rates of outflow than in 2010 and 2012 and so, without the ability to evaluate any223

numerical model output, we do not consider these later two events further in this paper.224

225

226

227

Figure 3. Measured lake outflow (black filled squares) with reconstruction (grey filled circles) of the latter part of each228
event using rate of change of lake level (A), absolute lake level (B) and lake volume (C). Grey shaded areas are indicative229
of uncertainty range due to pressure transducer and dashed lines indicate uncertainty range due to reconstructions using230
downstream gauged data.231

232

Overall, the uncertainty in our pressure-level measurements due to sensor resolution and precision is233

± 0.05 %. Uncertainty in the SETSM DEM elevations for the flight strip used in this study is a234

maximum of 4 m [Noh and Howat, 2015]. Uncertainty in our subglacial bed elevation interpolations235

and thus ice thickness calculations (Figure 1) is of the order of 20 % as a function of the radio echo236

sounding data collection, interpolation between transects and combination of these data with subaerial237

topography. Uncertainty in our lake bathymetry interpolations is likely to be ± 5 %. Given these238

uncertainties, and the propagation of them (through multiplication of area by elevation change to get239

volume, and through differencing of DEMs, for example), our field measurements for 11th September240

2010 determined a flood volume of 3.1 ± 0.3 x 107 m3. We assumed that the flood hydrographs were241

near-symmetrical and our reconstructions yielded a peak discharge of 1430 ± 150 m3s-1 for the 2010242

event. For 11th August 2012 we measured a flood volume of 26 ± 0.3 x 107 m3 and reconstructed a243

peak discharge of 1050 ± 140 m3s-1.244

245

Lake outflow model246

Model equations247

We model how discharge Q evolves in each flood using a simplified Nye [1976] model of a subglacial248

conduit (of length lc, cross-sectional area S) draining the lake. The model is “lumped”―it assumes a 249

‘short’ subglacial conduit and neglects spatial variations, so variables are functions of time t only [cf.250

Ng, 1998; Bueler, 2014]. This approximation holds because lc ≲ 1 km and the hydraulic gradient (Ψ) 251

is sufficiently low so that meltwater from the conduit walls contributes negligibly towards Q, as is252

confirmed by the small parameter ε = Ψ lc/ρiL ≈ 10–3 [Ng, 1998; Ng and Björnsson, 2003; Fowler,253

1999] in a formal scaling analysis of our system. Although ε does not account for extra melting along254

the conduit induced by lake thermal energy, our simulation of the flood events later show that this255
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additional melt source is small and does not invalidate the approximation. Specifically we solve the256

differential equations:257

258

dܵ

dݐ
=
݉

ߩ
− ܭ Sܰ 260

(1)259

IN

d

d

V
Q Q

t
= - (2)261

262

for the coupled evolution of conduit size S and lake volume V. Eqn. (1) expresses the competition263

between conduit enlargement due to wall melting (which occurs at the rate m) and viscous closure at264

a rate dependent on effective pressure N = ρigH – pw, where H is ice-dam thickness next to the lake265

(55 m), and pw is the conduit water pressure, which is determined by the hydrostatic lake pressure at266

the conduit inlet; accordingly, pw = ρwgh, where h is the lake water depth. As the lake drains, h267

decreases, raising the effective pressure N and enhancing closure. In Eqn. (2), QIN denotes the rate of268

water inflow feeding the lake, which derives from snowmelt and precipitation in the subaerial269

catchment and any subglacial contribution (or leakage). The standard physical constants in this model270

are given in Table 2. The closure rate constant K0 in Eqn. (1) is based on the creep rate of ice at 0 °C271

because we assume this part of Russell Glacier to be temperate. Temperature measurements are272

lacking, but our simulations below show that the closure term is entirely negligble, so cold ice (yielding273

smaller K0) will make no difference.274

275

Table 2. Phenomenological constants in our model276

Constant Symbol Value277
specific heat capacity of water cw 4.22 × 103 J kg─1 K─1278
heat transfer constant F0 (= 0.205kw(2ρw/µw√π)0.8 5000 kg m─3/5 s─11/5 K─1279
gravity g 9.8 m s─2280
thermal conductivity of water kw 0.558 W m─1 K─1281
ice creep parameter (at 0 °C) A 2.4 × 10─24 Pa─3 s─1 [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]282
conduit closure rate constant K0 (= 2A/nn) 1.778 × 10─25 Pa─3 s─1283
latent heat of melting of water L 333.5 × 103 J kg─1284
Glen’s flow-law exponent n 3285
Manning roughness n’ 0.005 to 0.2 m─1/3 s †286
dynamic viscosity of water µw 1.787 × 10─3 kg m─1 s─1287
ice density    ρi 917 kg m─3288
water density    ρw 1000 kg m─3289

† simulation dependent; this was the range explored290

291
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At any time during flood evolution, we find the lake water depth h from the lake volume V by292

inverting the lake bathymetry shape function known from field measurements made by Russell et al.293

[2011]:294

ܸ = 8.014 x 10ିଷݖ
ଶ − ݖ6.048 + 1134.5295

(3)296

297

where V is in 106 m3, zL = h + zLB is the lake surface elevation (m) and zLB = 405 m is the conduit inlet298

elevation above sea level. Following Nye [1976], the instantaneous discharge is calculated using the299

Manning Equation for momentum conservation in turbulent water flow:300

301

ܳ = ට
ஏ

ிభ
ܵସ/ଷ , (4)302

303

in which the constant F1 encapsulates the Manning roughness n’ and cross-sectional shape of the304

conduit (see definition by Nye [1976], who symbolised it with a calligraphic-N). Since our field305

observations show that the conduit lies at the ice-bed interface at its two ends (at the lake and glacier306

snout), we assume a semi-circular cross section for it; then F1 = (2(π+2)/π)2/3ρwgn’2. In Eqn. (4), Ψ is 307

the spatial mean hydraulic gradient driving the flow:308

309

Ψ = Ψ +
ேೣି ே


. (5)310

311

Ψg is the glaciostatic gradient = 537 Pa m–1 from topographic data, and the fraction measures the312

effective pressure gradient along the conduit, which is time-varying because the lake water depth313

controls N, as mentioned earlier. We expect the flow to transition from closed-conduit (pressurised) to314

open-channel (atmospheric) some distance back from the exit portal, because thinner ice and the local315

stress distribution at the snout cause creep closure to become negligible there [Evatt, 2015]. Nexit is the316

effective pressure at this transition, and our definition of lc strictly refers to the length of closed-conduit317

flow. Neither quantity is observationally well constrained. In our modelling we specify Nexit = ρig × 35318

m, where 35 m (the ice thickness at the transition) is taken from the regional ice thickness near the319

snout (Figure 1C) . To cater for uncertainty in both this assumption and the conduit’s trajectory, we320

conduct sensitivity analysis in our simulations by varying lc from the estimated curvilinear path321
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distance between the lake and the exit portal (700 m); e.g. lc would be higher for a more sinuous322

conduit, or less if open-channel flow is more extended. (Additional sensitivity analysis on Nexit or the323

threshold thickness is possible, but not especially insightful, because changes in these can be absorbed324

into changes in lc; see Eqn. (5).)325

326

The use of spatial mean gradients is consistent with our ‘short conduit’ approximation and327

convenient because the subglacial flood path at Russell Glacier is only approximately located. Nye328

[1976] and Clarke [1982] also assumed mean hydraulic gradients when applying their models, but329

neglected the effective pressure gradient (the fraction) from Eqn. (5). At Russell Glacier, the lake’s330

proximity to the exit portal and high ratio (~1) of its water depth to the elevation drop along the conduit331

means that the effective pressure gradient strongly controls Ψ when the lake level falls during an 332

outburst. As we shall see, this effect can cause the simulated flood discharge to reach its peak and fall333

shortly before the lake runs empty.334

335

Finally, we calculate m in Eqn. (1), which is the mean melt rate along the conduit in our lumped336

model. We do this by using a formula from Ng et al. [2007; Eqns. (A3) and (A4)]:337

݉ =ܮ (1− Ψܳ(ߙ + ቀܨߙ
ஏ

ிభ
ቁ
ଷ/ଶ

ܳଵ/ଶ
ܶ , (6)338

where TL denotes the lake water temperature. This formula encapsulates energy conservation and339

turbulent heat transfer and is based on the pseudo-steady profile of the water temperature along the340

conduit, which equilibrates on a much faster timescale than flood evolution. Its derivation from Nye’s341

[1976] original model is detailed in the Supplementary Information (SI), where we explain why it342

captures the heat-transfer mechanisms appropriately, and discuss a concern raised by Clarke [2003]343

about other formulas for m used in jökulhlaup lumped models. Appearing twice on the right-hand side344

of Eqn. (6), the thermal partitioning coefficient α (between 0 and 1)345

346

ߙ =
1 − ݁ିఉ

ߚ
349

where347

ߚ =
ܨ ݈

௪ߩ ௪ܿඥܳ
൬
Ψ

ଵܨ
൰
ଷ/ଶ

350

348
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(7)351

352

accounts for downstream heat advection, heat transfer between water and conduit wall, and dissipation353

of potential energy in warming the flow, all of which depend on the changing discharge. As shown in354

the SI, the instantaneous temperature profile along the conduit is the sum of two temperature355

distributions: (i) a growing exponential [ 1–exp(–βx/lc)] due to potential energy dissipation at rate356

QΨ along the conduit, and (ii) a decaying exponential [ exp(–βx/lc)] due to water entering the conduit357

at temperature TL and losing its heat to the walls. The dimensionless parameter β governs the358

growth/decay rate of these exponentials, and α is the spatial mean value of exp(–βx/lc) over the conduit.359

The relationships in (7) show that β  lc/√Q, and that α is a decreasing function of β such that at the360

limits β → 0 (a ‘thermally short’ conduit) and β → ∞ (a ‘thermally long’ conduit), α = 1 and α = 0,361

respectively. Correspondingly, on the right-hand side of Eqn. (6) are two separate contributions to m362

from potential head loss (first term) and lake thermal energy (second term). In the first term, a fraction363

α of QΨ does not cause melting as it has been used to warm the conduit flow. In our simulations, we 364

assess the relative sizes of these terms during each flood event.365

366

367

Flood simulation: set up368

Eqns. (1) and (2) are integrated numerically forward in time by explicit finite-difference (Euler)369

method until h = 0. As the model neglects the flood-initiation process [e.g. Fowler, 1999; Kingslake370

and Ng, 2013], we specify initial conditions for S and V at a time after flood initiation. A novelty of371

this study is that these are known coincidently from the ‘highstand’ lake depth hHS in our recorded372

lake-level histories (Figure 2A). Highstand marks the point after flood initiation when Q is still small373

but has grown to balance QIN momentarily [Ng et al., 2007]; its timing is not easy to pinpoint due to374

fluctuations in QIN and pressure-transducer noise. However, hHS yields accurate initial conditions for375

V(t = 0) via Eqn. (3) and S(t = 0) via Eqns. (4) and (5) (where we set Q = QIN and N = ρigH – ρwghHS).376

Table 3 lists hHS for the two outburst floods. Without lake-level monitoring data, other ways of377

constraining the initial conditions would be necessary, e.g. using the observed flood volume together378

with observed flood peak discharge, as discussed by Ng et al. [2007].379

380
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We prescribe QIN as the mean rate of lake-volume rise over the preceding two months (Table 3). We381

set TL to the mean value of the measured lake-water temperature during each flood, which varied by382

0.5 °C in 2010 (between 2.7 and 3.2 °C) and by 0.7 °C in 2012 (between 4.2 and 4.9 °C). Although we383

did not measure vertical temperature profiles in the lake, the limited (and smooth) variations suggest384

the lake water to be relatively well-mixed, not strongly stratified. In our model runs, we therefore385

assume that water temperature measured by the pressure transducer is representative of the water386

temperature at the inlet portal. Its temporal mean is adopted because the measured variations could be387

due to circulating lake water with spatially-nonuniform temperature, in which case their size (up to388

0.35 °C) would indicate the potential error of using the temperature at the transducer as the inlet389

temperature. While we lack observations to support/refute this assumption, sensitivity analysis later390

(Figure 6A) shows that such error would alter the simulated peak discharge by several hundred m3s-1391

if other parameters are held constant.392

393

Table 3. Parameters used in flood hydrograph simulations394

Flood event 2010 2012395

average lake water temperature, TL (°C) 2.94 4.56396
lake inflow, QIN (m3 s─1) 1.45 2.27397
highstand lake-water depth, hHS (m) 40.73 34.97398
conduit length, lc (m) 700 (500)* 700 (500)*399
Manning roughness, n’ (m─1/3 s) ** 0.0312 (0.0326)* 0.0434 (0.0451) *400

*Parameters associated with the choice lc = 500 m are given in brackets.401
**Optimal n’ enabling best-fit to rising limb of observed hydrograph, for the chosen values of lc in the previous row.402

403

404

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS405

Numerical runs are made with different combinations of Manning roughness n’ and (closed) conduit406

length lc to simulate each year’s hydrograph for comparison with the observed hydrograph. Since the407

equations are autonomous and the lake highstand too loosely located in time for us to put the ‘t = 0’408

precisely on the observational time line, in each comparison we always first align the hydrographs in409

time by sliding the simulated one against the observed one until the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in Q410

between them is minimised for their overlap period. The MAE is then reported as a percentage of the411

mean observed discharge for the period. This procedure uses only measured discharge data on the412

rising limb and ignores reconstructed data (as these are more uncertain), so it is not aimed at fitting the413

flood peak.414
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415

For both 2010 and 2012, the map of MAE across the parameter space of n’ versus lc (Figures 4A and416

4B) implies a weak influence of conduit length on the success of fit. MAEs < 10% are found along the417

valley axes (Figure 4C). Within a plausible range of lc (400 to 1000 m), neither map shows a minimum418

point in MAE that identifies the best combination of n’ and lc. The weak influence of lc found here419

means that it cannot be constrained based on the fit on the rising limb alone.420

421
422

Figure 4. (A, B) Mean absolute error (MAE) of the misfit between simulated and observed hydrographs for 2010 and 2012423
for different values of Manning roughness n’ and conduit length lc, plotted in colour over their parameter space. White424
lines locate minimum MAE for each lc. Dots locate the model runs in Figure 5 for lc = 700 m and lc = 500 m. (C) Minimum425
MAE as a function of lc for the two outbursts.426

427

428

429

For each choice of conduit length, the minimum MAE identifies an optimal n’ allowing best fit of the430

rising limb of the hydrograph (white curves in Figures 4A and 4B); we call the corresponding431

numerical run an “optimal simulation”―for that lc. For the lc range studied here, optimal values of n’,432

≈ 0.03 to 0.045 m─1/3 s, fall within the range encountered in jökulhlaup studies (~0.01 to ~0.1 m─1/3 s433

[Ng, 1998; Fowler, 1999; Clarke, 2003; Werder and Funk, 2009; Kingslake, 2013]). Figure 5 shows434

the modelled lake level and outflow hydrograph histories in the optimal simulations for lc = 700 m,435

and Table 3 lists the corresponding n’. The simulated lake levels match the observed histories well for436

most of the flood duration (Figures 5A and 5B). In both years, the model captures the shape of observed437

discharge on the rising limb successfully (MAE = 3.0 % in 2010 and = 5.6 % in 2012). The simulated438

peaks occur slightly later than expected from our reconstructions and overshoot the reconstructed peak439

discharge by 100 to 200 m3 s─1. For both years, these matches to the reconstructed peak discharge are440

improved if we assume a shorter section of closed-conduit flow, e.g. lc = 500 m (blue curves, Figures441

5C and 5D). Then the simulated peaks are lowered to near the reconstructed peaks, while the MAEs442

for the rising limb remain acceptable (4.3 % in 2010 and 4.0 % in 2012, Figure 4C). These findings443

suggest that there might have been a considerable (≈ 200 m long) section of open-channel flow behind 444

the exit portal in both the 2010 and 2012 events; however, we emphasise that this inference is very445

tentative because our peak discharge values are reconstructed, with large uncertainties of ±140 to 150446

m3 s-1. On the other hand, this exercise of varying lc shows that a matching procedure that best-fits the447

peak discharge as well as the rising limb can constrain lc as well as n’―at least for the parameter region 448
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studied here. An accurate and complete measured hydrograph would be needed for this purpose. Note449

that the choices of lc in these experiments are illustrative: we are not implying that lc is the same in450

different floods. However, our modelling assumes lc to be constant in each simulation/flood, and this451

may not be an accurate description.452

453

454

Figure 5. Best-fit simulated lake level histories (A, B) and flood hydrographs (C, D) for the 2010 and 2012455
outbursts when lc = 700 m (black curves) and lc = 500 m (blue). Solid squares show measured data and grey456
circles reconstructed data. In all panels, the time axis t places the first measured data point used in the457
hydrograph-fitting exercise at t = 0. In (C) and (D), the mean absolute error (MAE) of misfit between model458
and measured data and the optimal Manning roughness n’ are indicated.459

460

The modelled floods terminate with Q falling to zero abruptly, in a manner noted by Clarke [2003],461

when the lake level falls below the conduit inlet elevation (Figure 5). While this describes the situation462

at the lake, remaining water in the conduit takes time to evacuate, and an expansion wave causes Q at463

the exit portal to decrease more gradually [Fowler and Ng, 1996]. For each year, the flood volume464

released by the lake is nearly invariant across our simulations because the model uses the same initial465

lake level (hHS), and the cumulative inflow into the lake (which is drained in the flood) is very small.466

The flood volume at the exit portal is slightly higher due to the added conduit meltwater, but only by467

≈ 0.2 %, so the short-conduit approximation used in the model is self-consistent. 468

469

Our sensitivity experiments reveal an acute influence of lake water temperature on the flood470

hydrograph (Figure 6A), which is stronger than that of other factors within their conceivable range of471

variations (Figure 6B-E). The same qualitative finding was reported by Werder et al. [2010] in their472

modelling study of a supraglacial lake that drained through englacial/subglacial pathways. Warming473

the lake by a couple of degrees Celsius raises the peak discharge and shortens the flood substantially,474

whereas TL near 0 °C stretches the hydrograph to a much lower peak over a week or more (Figure 6A).475

This contrast is similar to that between volcanically-triggered (rapidly-rising) jökulhlaups and the more476

common (slower-rising) jökulhlaups from Grímsvötn [Björnsson, 2002; Roberts, 2005]. We conclude477

that TL of several degrees Celsius, coupled with the short ice dam, are the most major factors478

controlling the peak magnitude, the timing of peak magnitude, and the short flood durations (< 1 day)479

in 2010 and 2012. These same factors are likely responsible for similar outburst characteristics in other480

years at Russell Glacier (Table 1).481

482
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The sensitivity results in Figure 6B-E provide additional insights for the simulation of the Russell-483

Glacier floods in the contexts of hydrograph matching and prediction. The simulated hydrograph is484

largely insensitive to the lake inflow rate QIN (Figure 6E), so our using a QIN-estimate from the months485

before each flood to approximate QIN during the flood is reasonable. This approximation may serve486

well in other purely predictive runs, although dedicated sensitivity tests should be performed in each487

case. The peak region of the simulated hydrograph is sensitive to the highstand lake depth hHS (Figure488

6B), with the peak discharge varying by roughly ±50 m3 s-1 per metre error in hHS (a similar result is489

found in 2012 and 2010, for both lc = 500 m and 700 m). Thus, lake-level monitoring to determine hHS490

with sub-metre accuracy is necessary for the model to match/predict the flood peak correctly to491

within this uncertainty range―our pressure transducer easily meets this requirement. The results for492

lc and n’ (Figsure 6C-D) inform the question of constraining these parameters through matching the493

observed flood hydrograph, which we encountered earlier. Whereas the peak of the simulated494

hydrograph and the curved shape of its rising limb are both sensitive to n’, only the peak is sensitive495

to lc. This finding explains why the MAE of fit on the rising limb depends weakly on lc (Fig. 4), why496

the procedure of minimising this particular measure of error constrains n’ but not lc, and why matching497

the peak discharge also (if this is known reliably) should constrain lc as well as n’. These interpretations498

from Figure 6 are based around a specific set of model parameters; model sensitivity far from this499

region of the parameter space may be very different.500

501

Figure 6. Numerical sensitivity experiments showing the effect of altering individual parameters on the502
2010 flood hydrograph, the using optimal model run for lc = 500 m as control. Parameters are: (a) Lake503
water temperature TL; (b) highstand lake level hHS; (c) Manning roughness n’; (d) conduit length lc; (e) lake504
inflow rate QIN. Results for lc = 700 m and for 2012 are qualitatively similar.505

506

507

DISCUSSION508

Our numerical simulations yield new insights into the thermomechanical characteristics of the 2010509

and 2012 floods. When these insights are considered with the information from our other datasets, we510

are able to consider the entirety of each sudden drainage event, not just the rising limb, and also the511

most likely trigger of drainage.512

513

Thermomechanical contributions514
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Throughout each simulation in Figure 5, melt enlargement dominates conduit evolution, with viscous515

closure being negligible in comparison. Indeed, we find that removing or doubling the closure term in516

Eqn. (1) merely changes the simulated peak discharges by ≈1 m3 s─1. This is partly due to low517

overburden pressure from a thin ice dam, and partly because other factors precondition an intense melt518

rate, as will be discussed next. Consequently, the simulated turnaround of discharge at the flood peaks519

is not caused by closure overtaking melting, but by rapidly decreasing potential energy and hydraulic520

gradient as the lake depth h falls toward zero. In our model, including the effective pressure gradient521

(the final fraction) in Eqn. (5) is crucial for capturing this behaviour at Russell Glacier. Accordingly,522

our simulations show that the conduit continues to enlarge at the times of peak discharge (Figure 7A,B)523

while the hydraulic gradient causes the melt rate to reach a maximum and then decrease (Figure 7C,D).524

525

In contrast, Nye [1976] envisaged for the 1972 jökulhlaup from Grímsvötn that sudden dominance of526

an accelerating viscous closure rate over melt rate (in Eqn. (1)) is what caused flood discharge to attain527

its peak value in that system. We do not think that this difference in behaviour between Russell Glacier528

and Grímsvötn indicates fundamentally different flood-thermomechanical processes in operation in529

these systems, or that any process has been overlooked or misinterpreted in either system. Instead, it530

reflects different relative magnitudes of melting and closure. Notably, much greater thickness of the531

ice dam at Grímsvötn (≈220 m) implies that creep closure exerts a stronger influence on flood evolution 532

of a comparable size to that of melting. On the other hand, the much smaller surface area of the lake533

at Russell Glacier facilitates its rapid lowering (towards emptying) such that a short flood duration534

limits the time over which closure reduces the conduit cross-section. Our results here thus highlight535

the importance of local site factors in GLOF dynamics. Through mathematical analysis of the ratio of536

the closure timescale to the flood-duration timescale for jökulhlaup systems generally, it should be537

possible to explain what delineates the two types of behaviour (Ng and Björnsson [2003] explored an538

early theory, neglecting lake thermal energy, for lakes whose depth is a small fraction of the conduit539

elevation drop).540

541

542
Figure 7. Modelled histories of conduit cross-sectional area S (A, B) and melt rate m (C, D) in the simulations543
for lc = 500 m in Figure 5. (Qualitative results for lc = 700 m are similar.) In individual panels the black curve544
plots S or m; the red curve plots the component (of S or m) due to lake water temperature and the dashed545
curve the component due to hydraulic head loss.546

547
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548

549
Figure 8. Variation of the thermal partitioning coefficient α in the four model runs for the 2010 and 2012550
outbursts in Figure 5, with lc = 700 m (black curves) and lc = 500 m (blue curves).551

552

The finding that melt enlargement dominates outburst flood evolution at Russell Glacier prompts us553

to examine the contributions to m and S, and this leads us to appreciate how strongly lake water554

temperature (TL) determines the floods’ size and duration, and the role of a short subglacial conduit in555

this effect. Eqn. (6) identifies (i) energy dissipation from potential head loss in the flow (QΨ) and (ii) 556

lake thermal energy as the two contributions; these contributions have independent additive effects on557

conduit wall melting, through their influences on water temperature (see SI). Figure 7 shows that the558

contribution to melt enlargement is dominated by lake water temperature. The reasons for this are two-559

fold. Firstly, the maximum possible warming of the water from potential head loss, g[hHS + Δz]/cw =560

0.15 °C, is itself an order of magnitude smaller than TL in both floods (several degrees Celsius; Table561

2). The actual warming experienced by the water (when it reaches the exit portal) is still less than the562

maximum possible, because the conduit is ‘thermally short’, so the temperature addition from ‘QΨ’ 563

(contribution i) is still increasing spatially towards the maximum. This is reflected by a high value of564

α (≳ 0.6) throughout flood evolution (Figure 8), and the attendant low value of (1 – α) multiplying into565

QΨ in Eqn. (6). Secondly, the same factor makes the lake-thermal contribution (contribution ii) 566

efficient because the conduit is short and thus the water temperature has not decreased much from TL567

by the time it reaches the exit portal. Hence the mean temperature driving heat transfer behind melting568

along the conduit is high (a large fraction of TL), and this is reflected by the high α-value in the last569

term of Eqn. (6). Despite the resultant high heat transfer, there is a limited decay in water temperature570

along the conduit because of the short transit time of the flow. In these evaluations, it is important that571

Eqn. (6) captures the conduit heat transfer appropriately. This is shown to be the case in the SI, where572

we also discuss Eqn. (6) alongside other heat-transfer formulas that had been critiqued by Clarke573

[2003].574

575

As noted before, we have observed that the inlet and exit portals of the conduit are elliptical and with576

5 m and 15 m vertical and horizontal width dimensions, respectively. The outlet portal survives from577

one season to the next with ‘normal’ ice meltwater discharge. It seems unlikely that a channel at the578

ice margin that had grown to 100 m2, as suggested by our modelling, would completely collapse579

between each field season. This is because the ice is thin and whilst we have looked (and surveyed580
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with dGPS) there is no evidence that a large channel was formed, or that one collapsed, such as surface581

depressions on the ice surface. Nonetheless, whilst some (lateral) advection of the conduit probably582

occurs between floods, due to ice motion northwards, we suppose that the conduit is surviving from583

one season to the next. Indeed, in the field we observe ‘normal’ meltwater exiting the outlet portal584

throughout each spring-summer-autumn season. We therefore consider it likely that the conduit seals585

between floods only in the vicinity of the inlet portal.586

587

One challenge is that at Russell Glacier, and indeed most likely at many other sites of ice-marginal588

lake drainage, segments of conduits that are at atmospheric pressure for some distance up-glacier from589

the conduit exit portal are best represented by conditions of open conduit flow. Whilst Nye [1976] did590

not assume that the conduit was all at ice overburden pressure in his model; i.e. that the effective591

pressure N = 0, he did assume that dN/dx = 0, where x is the along-conduit dimension. That assumption592

does not hold for drainages of most ice-marginal lakes where ice dam thickness is just a few tens of593

metres.594

595

596

Interpretation of flood trigger and influence on drainage evolution597

Analysis of ice thickness, bed topography, lake bathymetry and knowledge of lake levels demonstrates598

that the threshold for ice-dam flotation being reached was possible and indeed very likely. Specifically,599

flotation can occur if hydrostatic pressure, ρwgh, where h is water depth as calculated by maximum600

water level minus the elevation of the conduit inlet, exceeds ice overburden pressure, ρigH where H is601

ice thickness [e.g. Sturm and Benson, 1985; Tweed, 2000]. With the conduit inlet at 404.5 m a.s.l. and602

given water depth evolution through the ablation season (Figure 2), hydrostatic pressure would have603

been reached if the glacier ice-dam was ≤ 45.05 m thick in 2010 and ≤ 38.46 m thick in 2012. This 604

means that the ice in the vicinity of the conduit inlet had the capability to float in both 2010 and 2012605

(Figure 9). Quantifiably, if the lake water surface elevation reached 440 m, as in the year 2012, then606

lake water depth at the conduit inlet would exceed 27 m and ice with thickness of < 30 m, as coloured607

in Figure 9, would be susceptible to flotation.608

609

610

611

612
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Figure 9. Detail of the vicinity of the subglacial conduit, with interpolated contours at 5 m intervals, and ice613
thickness calculated as the difference between the bed and the ice surface in a DEM derived from August 2011614
stereo images. Maximum water levels are marked in years 2010 and 2012 and the corresponding ice thickness615
below which flotation would be possible is delimited. Map grid coordinates are UTM 22N.616

617

618

Our conceptual model for the entirety of both drainage events therefore hypothesises flotation as the619

trigger (Figure 10A). Notwithstanding our spatial analysis of ice overburden pressure versus hydraulic620

head, this hypothesis requires further investigation. We suggest that the two floods were triggered with621

the lake level lower in 2012 compared to 2010 because the ice-dam had thinned, for which there is622

evidence from oblique field photographs, eye-witness reports from the Greenlandic mountain guide623

Adam Lyberth [pers. comm.], and comparison in this study of ice surface elevation made via ground-624

based dGPS surveys in 2015 and from a digital elevation model constructed from stereo images625

acquired in 2011.626

627

Hydraulic jacking due to lake water pressure/head in the vicinity of the conduit, simultaneous with628

thermal erosion, could have facilitated extremely rapid water egress during the first third of the rising629

limb of each flood (Figure 10B). This contribution of hydraulic jacking might explain the particularly630

rapid (very high mean outflow rate) water egress at Russell Glacier, in comparison to that recorded for631

other ice-marginal lakes (Table 1). Thus, rather than a model of a single R-channel, a coupled sheet-632

conduit model such as that of Flowers et al. [2004] could be more appropriate, as has recently been633

applied by Einarsson et al. [2017] to a rapidly-rising jökulhlaup in Iceland.634

635

As lake water level fell, ice overburden pressure caused remaining outflow to be progressively636

confined to the conduit. Thereupon melt enlargement became the dominant mechanism permitting637

discharge increase up to peak outflow (Figure 5C, D; Figure 10C). The sharply-inclined falling limb638

was produced as a function of the low hydraulic gradient, which itself was a function of the high ratio639

(~1) of change in lake water depth to the elevation drop along the conduit.640

641

642

643
Figure 10. Schematic to illustrate evolution of ice-dammed lake water level and subglacial conduit to explain644
lake drainage mechanisms. Arrows denote likely subglacial conduit pathway. Contours denote bed elevation.645

646

647
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648

CONCLUSIONS649

Understanding the controls on the timing, magnitude and thermomechanical dynamics of glacier lake650

outburst floods (GLOFs) is complex. This study reports a rare set of comprehensive field651

measurements from an ice-dammed lake in west Greenland and has used them to evaluate the likely652

lake drainage trigger and to quantitatively assess the mechanisms of drainage evolution.653

654

Following hypothesised flotation, we propose that hydraulic jacking sustained rapid subglacial water655

egress during the first third of the rising limb of both floods. Our numerical modelling of the 2010 and656

2012 outbursts at Russell Glacier shows that after flood initiation, the rate of melt enlargement of the657

flood-conduit walls was controlled strongly by lake water temperature. Lake temperature and falling658

lake water level both sensitively affected flood hydrographic evolution, including peak discharge.659

Viscous closure of the subglacial conduit was negligible due to the short duration of each flood and660

because the overlying ice is relatively thin. Classical studies of jökulhlaup systems where the661

overburden ice thickness/pressure is considerably higher (e.g. Grímsvötn) show that viscous closure662

overtaking melting can cause the turnaround of discharge at the flood peaks, but this is not case for the663

two Russell Glacier floods. Instead, their turnarounds are due to diminishing hydraulic gradient,664

preconditioned by the high ratio of lake-level change to elevation drop along the conduit.665

666

Our analysis has emphasised inter-play between ice dam thickness and lake level, drainage timing,667

lake water temperature and consequently rising stage lake outflow and flood evolution. We have also668

shown how different thermodynamical factors behind the total outflow, and their relative importance,669

evolved during each of the drainage events. Our quantification of the control of lake temperature on670

lake outflow reinforces the notion that warming of lake water by rising air temperatures can affect671

glacier lake outburst flood (GLOF) timing and flood magnitude [Ng et al., 2007].672
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